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““[[Corporate governance Corporate governance . . . involves a set of relationships between a . . . involves a set of relationships between a 
companycompany’’s management, its board, its shareholders and other s management, its board, its shareholders and other 

stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure 
through which the objectives of the company are set, and the meathrough which the objectives of the company are set, and the means ns 

of attaining those objectives and monitoring performance are of attaining those objectives and monitoring performance are 
determined.determined.””

 OECD Principles, PreambleOECD Principles, Preamble
* * ** * *

““Corporate governance Corporate governance comprehends that structure of relationships comprehends that structure of relationships 
and corresponding responsibilities among a core group consistingand corresponding responsibilities among a core group consisting of of 
shareholders, [supervisory] board members and managers designed shareholders, [supervisory] board members and managers designed 
to best foster the competitive performance required to achieve tto best foster the competitive performance required to achieve the he 

corporation's primary objective.corporation's primary objective.””
 Millstein Report to OECD, p. 13Millstein Report to OECD, p. 13





Should we haveShould we have a common a common 
European Directive on European Directive on 

CCorporate orporate GGovernance ?overnance ?



Balance of Power Balance of Power --
old wine in the new skin ?old wine in the new skin ?

Neither Neither –– nor, but a consequence of:nor, but a consequence of:
 HistoricalHistorical
 Economical Economical 
 Cultural Cultural 
development of development of capital markets for listed capital markets for listed 

companies. companies. 



Legislative history:Legislative history:



 Should  Should  
membership membership of of 
BBoard of oard of DDirectors irectors 
be separated from be separated from 
the the membershipmembership of of 
SSupervisory upervisory BBoard? oard? 





Does the ownership Does the ownership 
matter at all?matter at all?

 how the economical factors are how the economical factors are 
affecting affecting the the boardboard’’s performance?s performance?

 how the rule of law affects how the rule of law affects the the 
boardboard’’s performance?s performance?



VVarious factors arious factors affectingaffecting
CG CG systemssystems::

USA/U.K.USA/U.K./WE/WE
•• market culturemarket culture
•• marketmarket--oriented oriented shortshort--term term 

strategystrategy
•• more reliance onmore reliance on equityequity
•• stock exchange relatively largestock exchange relatively large
•• relatively less influence of relatively less influence of 

controlling shareholder(s)controlling shareholder(s)
•• dispersed ownershipdispersed ownership ––

free rider problemfree rider problem

EEastern Europeastern Europe
•• consensus cultureconsensus culture
•• networknetwork--orientedoriented longlong--term term 

strategystrategy
•• more reliance on debtmore reliance on debt
•• stock exchange relativelystock exchange relatively ssmallmall
•• relatively more influence of relatively more influence of 

controlling shareholder(s)controlling shareholder(s)
•• blockholdersblockholders ownership ownership ––

strategic problemstrategic problem

















Ownership of the markets:Ownership of the markets:



Conclusion:Conclusion:

 In Eastern European CorporationsIn Eastern European Corporations
oownership wnership sstructure tructure aadds dds vvalue to alue to 

ffinancial inancial pperformance of the company erformance of the company 
and helps to balance the excess of and helps to balance the excess of 

management power.management power.



HHow the rule of law affectsow the rule of law affects thethe
boardboard’’s performance?s performance?



RRelation between company and elation between company and 
shareholdershareholderss affect something in affect something in 
the the „„nature of a constitutional nature of a constitutional 

division of powersdivision of powers”” as between the as between the 
shareholders (in general meeting) shareholders (in general meeting) 

and the board.and the board.



ABSOLUTORIUM ABSOLUTORIUM 

„„Approval of board performanceApproval of board performance””
has a large definition and includeshas a large definition and includes::

 discharge from liabilitydischarge from liability
 open the way foropen the way for removal the existing removal the existing 

directors directors 



Conclusion:Conclusion:

 TThe exercising of governance right he exercising of governance right 
by shareholders by shareholders isis important important 

instrument to instrument to limit limit the power of the power of 
the Board of Directors and the Board of Directors and 
effective way of providing effective way of providing 

accountability.accountability.



SpecialiSpecializzeedd risk risk committee committee at  at  
boardboard level level 

vversus ersus 
specialisation  specialisation  of of the board the board 

members?members?



Risk managRisk manageement: ment: Be careful !Be careful !



 What kind of iWhat kind of informationnformation??
 Who is going to design the Who is going to design the 

remuneration ? remuneration ? 
 WhoWho isis responsibresponsiblele??



Remuneration policy Remuneration policy ……







Maybe: 6 x average salary ?Maybe: 6 x average salary ?



Conclusion:Conclusion:

 Proper Proper chcheecks and balances, cks and balances, 
management functions, transparency management functions, transparency 
and risk control and active shareholdersand risk control and active shareholders’’
involvement in decisioninvolvement in decision--making making 

 Ethical and moral behaviourEthical and moral behaviour: : less greed, less greed, 
less bonuses but more responsibilityless bonuses but more responsibility



 Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!


